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if, &c., from the mere enumeration commas that precede; in
which case the semi-colon after caprice should be raised to a
colon; and then what is the newly created emperor to do t
there is no papal tiara for him to assume, the full stop being
confined to the independent sentence. The objection is quite
just, and shows how soon the powers of the four stops are
exhausted if relentlessly worked. But we are concerned only
to notice that the effect of stops, even logically considered, is
relative, not absolute. It is also true that many modern
writers, if they put down a sentence like this, would be satis-
fied with using commas throughout; the old-fashioned air of
the colon will hardly escape notice. But the whole arrange-
ment is according to the compositor's art in its severer form.
A specimen of the merely indirect action of rhetoric maybe
more shortly disposed of. In a sentence already quoted—
Mathematicians have sought knowledge in figures, philosophers in
systems, logicians in subtilties, and metaphysicians in sounds—
suppose the writer to have preferred for impressive effect, as
\ve said he might have, to use semicolons instead of commas.
The immediate result of that would be that what before
could be left to the reader to do for himself (i. e., the supply-
ing of the words have sought knowledge in each member) will
in presence of the 'semicolon require to be done to the eye by
commas, and the sentence will run :
Mathematicians have sought knowledge in figures; philosophers, in
systems ; logicians, in subtilties; and metaphysicians, in sounds.
But, lest we should be thought too faithful followers of the
logicians, we will now assume that our point has been suffi-
ciently proved: the difficulties of punctuation, owing to the
interaction of different purposes, and the inadequacy of the
instruments, are formidable enough to be worth grappling
with.
We shall now only make three general remarks before pro-
ceeding to details. The first is implied in what has been
already said: the work of punctuation is mainly to show, or

